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VOLUME 4.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

EVENING,

18, 1906.

DECEMBER

NUMBER 248

We are Showing the Largest and Finest Line of Holiday Goods in the
TOTAL NUMBER
OF CUSTOMERS

to an unreasonably high point. When
questioned by the members of the
committee as to the present difficul
ty in getting cars, Clarke replied that
in his' opinion the shippers are as
much to blame as the carriers for
the present car shortage.

Francisco as originally Intended, because a repetition of the Maine disaster is feared on account ' of the
condition of American

over-wroug-

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

-

ht

feeling.
o
today,
At the New York Store for
Shah at Point of Death.
up to the hour of going to press, was,
St. Petersburg, Dec. 18. Dispatches
according to the cash register 2,987.
This is going some. Five more days, received here from Teheran today
at
then this monster sale will close. say that the Shah of Persia is of
Fresh goods being put out every da. the point of death. The accession
his successor. Prince All Mirza, is
expected to pass off quietly and withDIFFERENCE OF ONE CENT
Great Britain and
MAY CAUSE BIG STRIKE. out opposition.
this
New York, Dec. 18. A difference Russia, are acting- in concert in
of one cent between the employees connection.
and managers may cause a strike on
Date of Thaw Trial Set.
five great railway systems. The men
New York, Dec. 18. Harry K.
affected are 3,000 yard conductors,
will be tried January 21st on
brakemen and other employees at Thawcharge
of murder of Stanford
the
the railroad terminals, and the com- White,
according to an order signed
panies are the Delaware, Lackawanna
The
and Western, Central of New Jersey, by Justice Newberger today.
Lehigh Valley, Baltimore and O.iio, trial will be before Justice Fitzger
and the Erie. .The officials of the. rail: ald.
o
roads issued a statement last night
Newman Gets Favorable Verdict.
in which they declared that under
The jury that heard the trial of
no circumstances will they grant the
demand for five cents an hour in the case of W. R. Newman against
crease, but jjfer four cents. The W. W. Gatewood returned a verdict
men have voted to strike, but the vote late Saturday night favorable to the
will require the sanction of Presi- plaintiff. This was a suit for the posdent Morrissey, grand chief of the session of a horse, and the verdict
railroad trainmen, who will arrive was to the effect that plaintiff could
in the city today. He will, it is said, have the animal or that defendant
make an investigation and confer could retain possession of him by
with the railroad officials before an- paying the sum of $25. The case of
J. W. Gaither and others against the
nouncing his decision.
Dallas Land and Cattle Company was
up for trial before a jury Montaken
SAN
METHODS OF
and the trial continued through
FRANCISCO HIGHWAYMEN day
San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 18. Start- a greater part of Tuesday. This is a
ling testimony was given by Rudolph suit to have a land deal cancelled.
Spreckles yesterday in the proceedings before"Judge Dunne in which NEW YORK
CO'S
COFFEE
Mayor Eugene Schmitz and Abraham
FAJIOUS COFFEE
Ruef are seeking to set aside five indictments found against them for
felony and extortion. Spreckles, who
had been called to the witness stand
by the defense, testified during his
AT
examination that Ruef had called on
him at the time of a big municipal
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
bond issue and asked him to form a
syndicate to take all the bonds thus
authorized. Spreckles was unable to IMPORTANT CHANGES
IN THE CABINET.
see what guarantee there was that
if the syndicate was formed it could H. Washington, D. C. Dec. 17. Oscar
Straus, of New .York, was inductsecure the
as under the law
they must .be put up at public auc- ed into the office of Secretary of
and
tion and sold to the highest bidder. the Department of Commerce
today in pursuance of rearRuef informed Spreckles, according Labor
to his testimony, that this could be rangements of the Cabinet recently
The
easily arranged, for he would have a made by President Roosevelt.
genera! strike called on all the street ceremony incident to the retirement
railroads, and with San Francisco in of Secretary Metcalf and the inducthis conditions no outside capital tion of Straus took place shortly afwould bid, and the syndicate would ter nine o'clock this (Monday) mornhave a clear field. Spreckles also tes- ing in the Secretary's afiice at the
tified that Ruef called vmon him and Department. The oath of office was
demanded that he be retained as at- administered to Straus by Frank H.
torney of the San Francisco Gas and Larned, Clerk of the Bureau of Imin remigration. Secretary Mtcr
Electric Company.
linquishing the duties of the office

ON

WALDO SNYDER WEDS
MRS .FLORENCE BONNER.
Waldo Snyder, 'the well known day
operator at the station of the P. V.
& N. E. railroad, and Mrs. Florence
Bonner, the court stenographer, were
united in marriage at 8:45 this morn
ing. Rev. C. E. Lukens performed the
ceremony at his home on North Lea
avenue. After the wedding the couple left on the morning train for
California and other western states.
They will return in about one month
and make their home here.
Mr. Snyder has been in Roswell
about five years. He comes of a splendid Texas family and has many good
traits of character .He is a good railroad man and stands high in the
estimation of the company.
Mrs.
Bonner is the daughter of Captain
Shoemaker, of Decatur, Texas,, and
is a cultured and refined woman, a
descendant of a fine Southern family. She has been a leader in literary work in Texas, and was president
of some of the women's clubs of her
nome town. In Jtosweil she has been
employ! as court stenographer and

THE PANAMA CANAL

The Conditions Existing on the Canal

Zone,

the La

borers and the Progress of the Great Work of
Uniting the Atlantic and the Pacific Dealt with in
Detail.
To the Senate and House of Repre-
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accident, and one by a dynamite explosion. There has been for the last
six months a
steady declinein the death rate for the population of
the Zone, this being largely due to
the decrease in deaths from pneumonia, which has been the most fatal
disease on the isthmus. In October
there were ninety-nin- e
deaths of every kind among the employees of the
Isthmus. There-wer- e
then on the
s
rolls 5,500 whites,
of
them being Americans.
Of these
whites but two died of disease, and it
happened neither was an American.
Of the 6,000 white Americans, including some 1,200 women and children,
not a single death has occurred In
the past three months, whereas in an
average city in the United States the
number of deaths for a similar number of ipeople in that time would have
been about thirty from- - disease. This
very remarkable snowing can not of
course permanently obtain, but it certainly goes to prove that if good care
Is taken the Isthmus is not a particularly unhealthy place. In October,
of the 19,000 negroes on the roll 86
died from disease; pneumonia being
the most destructive disease, and malarial fever coming second. The diftl- eulty of exercising a thoro supervis- :on over tne colored laborers is of
bourse greater than is the case among
the whites, and they, are also less
competent to take care of themselves,
which accounts for the fact that their
death rate is so much higher than
that of the whites, in spite of the fact
that they have been used to similar
Even among the
climatic conditions.
colored employees it will be seen that
the death rate is not high.
well-nig- h

-

seven-eighth-

'
sentatives:
In the month of November I visited
the Isthmus of Panama, going over
the Canal Zone with considerable care
and also visited the cities of Panama
and Colon, which are. not in the Zone
or under the United States flag, but as
to which the United States Governhas made many friends.
ment, thru its agents, exercises con
trol for certain sanitary purposes.
Bar Honors Mr .Bird.
The U .S. S. Louisiana, on which
County Bar Associa- I was anchored off Colon about half
The Chaves
tion met at the court room at four past. 2 on Wednesday afternoon, No
o'clock
yesterday
afternoon and vember 14. I came aboard her, after
adopted
resolutions appropriate to my stay ashore, at about half past
the memory of the late C. M. Bird. 9 on Saturday Evening, November 17.
A detailed
account of the meeting On Wednesday afternoon and evenwill be given tomorrow.
ing I received the President of Panama and his suite, and saw members
We must get Teady for inventory of the Canal Commission, and various
BREAKFAST BELL January
1st. All Holiday Books and other gentlemen, perfecting the ar
rangement for my visit, so that every
Bibles go at 20 per cent discount.
Ingersoll's Book Store.
hour that I was ashore could be employed to advantage. I was
three
Attention, Knights of Pythias.
ashore not a sufficient length
There will be work in the Third days
time to allow of an exhaustive in
Rank tomorrow night. A full attend of
vestigation of the minutiae of the
ance is requested.
47t2
work of any single department, still
W. Q. FAWCETT, C. C.
less to pass judgment on the
problems, but enough to en
bon,
Woman's Club.
able me to get a clear idea of the
The Woman's Club will hold its salient features of the great work
regular meeting on Wednesday after- and of the progress that has been
noon at 2:30 at the Carnegie Library. made as regards the sanitation of the
Leader, Mrs. H. F. M. Bear, assisted Zone, Colon, and Panama, the caring
by Miss Rodkey
ana Mrs. W. H. for and housing of the employees, and
Pope. Subject, Louis XI to Henry II. the actual digging of the canal. The
o
Zone is a narrow strip of land, and it
Get Ready for Christmas.
can be inspected much as one can in
By sending us your laundry, getting spect 50 or 60 miles of a great rail
on
it back
time. Phone 29 Roswell road, at the point where it runs thru
Steam Laundry.
47t6.
mountains or overcomes other natural obstacles.
Now is the accented time to bnv
I
the month of November for
Holiday Books and Bibles at 20 ner my chose
visit partly because it is the rainBook iest month of the year, the month in
discount. Ingersoll's
formally expressed to those about cent
Get a lot of those fine Moun- him his great personal regret at the Store.
which the work goes forward at the
always
greatest
disadvantage, and one of the
which
severance
of
relations
tain Apples from
two months which the medical depart
had been so pleasant. Mr. Straus in
Apples.
Mountain
Jaffa Prager & Co. a brief address expressed a desire
of the French Canal Company
Jaffa Prager & Co. ment
to continue the pleasant relations
found most unhealthy.
Immediately after anchoring on
that existed between Mr. Metcalf and
HARRIMAN SCORES EVEN
Department,
and
officials
of
the
the
the
afternoon of Wednesday there was
WITH JAMES J. HILL. said it would be his policy as far as
storm of wind and rain.
a
"
violent
Chicago, Dec. 18. The Chronicle
"to continue the
policy of
From that time we did not again see
says: Edward H. Harrin.a - has re- possible
the sun until Saturday horning, the
paid James J. Hill in his own coin his predecessor.
rain continuing almost steadily, but
Secretary Metcalf arrived at the
by wresting "victory from him in the
varying from a fine drizzle to a torDepartment with Secretary Boshadow of defeat. Through one of Navy
rential downpour. During that time
oath of ofXMAS
the most effective coups ever scored naparte at 10:15, and the
in fifteen minutes at Cristobal, 1.05
adNavy
was
Secretary
fice
of
of
the
in financial battle, the control of the
Han-na- ,
inches of rain fell; from 1 to 3 a. m.
by
to
him
Solicitor
ministered
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul rail16, 3.2 inches fell; for the
November
Department.
of
the
road, which Morgan and Hill confitwenty-fou- r
hours ending noon, No
At 11 o'clock Chas. J. Bonaparte,
Look
dently believed to be theirs yestervember 16, 4.68 inches fell, and for
day, is still lodged with Harriman: the retiring Secretary of the Navy,
the si- days ending noon, November
As Hill threw- Harriman out of the took the prescribed oath as attorney
The Chagres
16, 10.24 inches fell.
Northern Pacific in 1901, so Harri- general and entered upon his new
rose in flood to a greater height than
Window
man ousts Hill from the ownership duties.
it has attained during the last fifteen
of the St.. Paul.
years, tearing out the track in one
Hill executed his flank movement
Roswell
Mistletoe
Produce
place. It would have been impossi
by retiring the .preferred stock of
48-t- 2
ble to see the work going on under
the Northern Pacific, in which his & Seed Co.
more unfavorable weather conditions.
opponent's control centered; HarriOn Saturday, November 17, the sun
man and his friends maintain con- WHAT CAUSES THE
shone now and then for a few min
s
trol of the St. Paul by issuing
CONGESTION.
FREIGHT
utes,
altho the day was generally ovof $10000,000 increase to
City,
Mo., Dec. 18. The
Kansas
ercast
and there were heavy showers
holders of preferred. For a month the Daily Journal today says: "Lack not
at intervals.
You do not throw away
battle for control of the St. Paul has only of cars and locomotives, but inEach day twelve to eighteen hours
been fought in the open market, and sufficient yardage, warehouses and
were spent in going over and inspectyour money when you buy
for the last week was a disturbing elevators are the causes that have
ing all there was to be seen, and in
feature of Wall, street and the New brought about the freight congestion
our-Xm- as
presents. Our
examining various employees. Thru- York money market. Much of the in Kansas City, and probably elseout my trip I was accompanied by tne
prices are the lowest AND
old bitterness has been aroused be- where. Every freight
Surggon-Generin Kanof the Navy, Doctween the contestants.
sas City is gorged, and every storage
efRixey; by the Chairman of the
we
making
tor
special
a
are
As many cars are
track crowded.
Mr.
Isthmian Canal Commission,
INSURANCE ELECTION
waiting to be unloaded as are waitfort for the Xmas trade and
Shonts; by Chief Engineer Stevens;
A WARM CONTEST. ing to be loaded. The loads cannot
by Doctor Gorgas, the Chief sanitary
have a fine line of chairs
New York, Dec. 18. Balloting for be dumped and the empties cannot
officer of the Commission; by Mr. Bisnew officers of the New York Life be loaded .faster than about so many
hop, the Secretary of the Commission
rockers and odd fancy
Insurance Co. and the Mutual Life per day. The roads are frequely
by Mr. Ripley, the Principal Assistant
Insurance Company began today. In forced to order cars- - brought to Kan
pieces of furniture of variEngineer; by Mr. Jackson Smith, who
the office of the New York Life near- sas City instantly without waiting for
had practical charge of collecting
has
ly 200,000. ballots had been turned in loads, because .when the loads arrive
ous kinds.
handling the laboring force; by
and
'before the end of the first hour, prac- here there is no place to put them.
Mr. Bierd, general manager of the
tically all being cast by proxies. Rep- The warehouses and elevators must
railway, and by Mr. Rogers, the genresentatives of the "administration be emptied before they can be recounsel of the Commission; and
eral
ticket," made up of the present off- filled."
many other officials joined us from
company,
icers of the
turned in
Nevada Coal Famine Ended.
time to time.
115,000 proxies at one time, and a " Ogden, Utah, Dec. 18. The coal
At the outset I wish to pay a tribfew moments later, the
an
end.
at
famine
is
ute
Nevada
about
to the amount of work done by
in
party handed In ten boxes In answer to an appeal from people
Canal Company under vethe
French
containing 3,500 proxies each.
in the gold and silver mining camps
ry difficult circumstances. Many of
At the offices of the Mutual Life, and railroad towns, a tralnload of
the buildings they put up were excel ,
so heavy
the voting' was-no- t
coal was started west, from here yeslent and are still in use, tho, natur-terday and seven ' carloads were
ally, the houses are now getting out
THE WOOL MARKET
sent this morning.
i of repair and are being used as dwelTonopah,
IN HEALTHY CONDITION.
and other mining .centers, 'had
lings only until other noitses can be
Boston, Mass., Dec. ; 18. The wool been .without coal for several days,
; built, andmuch of the work they did
market is in healthy condition and and much suffering resulted.
in the Culebra cut, and some of the
shows a broadened tendency. The un- Shipper Also to Btame. r
work they did in digging has been of
looked for feature of the situation is
Washington Dec. 18.
ffirect and real benefit. This country
the absence of stock, from quarter Commerce Commissioner Interstate
Clark aphas never made a better investment
limwools
are
in
bloods hd. Fleece
peared before the House Committee
than the $40,000,000 which it paid to
...
ited supply.
on lands . today In support of Presi, the French Company for the work and
dent Roosevelt's suggestion that the
betterments, including especially the
Lsrovernment cease' to sell oal lands ;
JAPANESE WAR SHIPS WILL
Panama Railroad,
NOT VISIT 'FRISCO. ana lease mem nerearter -- to mining
i
An inspection on the ground at the
companies.
He reiterated his charges
Honolulu. Dec. 18. The. Japanese
keight of the rainy season served to
'
consul here says the visiting squad- that the great mining corporations in
me of "the wisdom of Con-- :
THE LEADERS
u .convince
ron which will arrive at Honolulu tn league with the . railroads have corn- press in refusing to adopt either a
February, will not proceed to San ered the lands and forced prices up
l
canaL ' There
or a
Gold-fiel-

CityPrice

high-leve-

sea-lev-

el

g

seems to be a universal agreement
among all people competent to. judge
that the Panama route, the one actually chosen, is much superior to both
the Nicaragua and Darien routes.
- Preliminary Work Being Done.
' The( wisdom of "the Canal management has been shown in nothing more
clearly than in the way in which the
foundations of the work have been
laid. To have yielded to the natural
impatience of ill informed outsiders
and begun all kinds of experiments in
work prior to a thoro sanitation of the
Isthmus, and to a fairly satisfactory
working out of the problem of getting and keeping a sufficient labor
supply, would have been disastrous.
The various preliminary measures had
to be taken first; and these could not
be taken so as to allow us to begin
the real work of construction prior
to January 1 of the present year. It
then became necessary to have the
type of the canal decided, and the
only delay has been the necessary delay until the 29th day of June, the
date when the Congress) definitely
and wisely settled that we should
level canal. Immediate
have an
ly after that the work began in hard
earnest and has been continued with
increasing vigor ever since; and it
will continue so to progress in the fu-

Diminution of Mosquitoes.
In Panama and Colon the death
rate has also been greatly reduced,
nis being directly due to the vigor
ous work of the special brigade of em- ?loyees who have been inspecting the
houses where the stegomyia mosquito
s to be found and destroying its larvae and breeding places, and doing
similar work in exterminating the ma
arial mosquitoes in short, in performing all kinds of hygienic labor.
little over a year ago all kinds of
mosquitoes, including the two fatal
species, were numerous about the Cul
ebra cut. In this cut diiring last Oc
tober every room of every house was
carefully examined, and only two tnos
quitoes, neither of them of the two
atal species were found. Unfaltering
ture. When the contracts are let the mergy
and in disinfect- conditions will be such as to 'insure !ng and inin inspection
the work of draining and
a constantly increasing amount of clearing brush
are responsible for the
performance.
change.
85-fo-

Successful Sanitation.
The 1st great problem to be solved,
upon the solution of which the success
of the rest of the work depended, was
the problem of sanitation. This was
from the outset under the direction

of Dr. W. C. Gorgas, who is to be
made a full member of the Commission. It mut be remembered that
his work was not mere sanitation as
the term is understood in our ordi
nary municipal work. Thruout the
Zone and in the two cities of Panama
and Colon, in addition to the sanitation work proper, he has had to do
all the work that the Marine-Hospial Service does as regards the Nation,
that the health department officers do
in the various States and cities, and
that Colonel Waring did in New York
when he cleaned its streets. The results have been astounding. The Isth
mus had been a byword for deadly
Now, after two years
of our occupation the conditions as re
gards sickness and the death rate
compare favorably with reasonably
healthy localities in the United States
t-

Improvements in Panama and Colon.
The sanitation work in the cities
of Panama and Colon has been just
is important as in the Zone itself, and
in many respects much more difficult;
to deal
because it was necessary
with the already existing population,
which naturally had scant sympathy
with revolutionary changes, the value
of which they were for a long time
not able to perceive.
In Colon the
population consists largely of colored laborers who having come over
from, the West Indies to work on the
canal, abandon the work and either
take to the brush or lie idle in Colon
itself ; thus peopling Colon with the
least desirable among the imported
laborers, for the good and steady men
of course continue at the work. Yet
astonishing progress has been made
in both cities. In Panama 90 per cent
of the streets that are to be paved
at all are already paved with an excellent brick pavement laid in heavy
concrete, a few of the streets being
still in process of paving. The sewer and water services in the city are
of the most modern hygenic type,
some of the service having just beeu
completed.
In Colon the condition are peculiar
and it is as regards Colon that most
of the very bitter complaint has been
made. Colon is built on a low coral
island, covered at more or less shallow depths with vegetable accumulations or mold, which affords sustenance and strength to many varieties
tropical plants. One-hal-f
of
of the surface of the island is covered with water at high tide, the average height of the land being 1
feet
above low tide. The slight undulations furnish shallow, natural reservoirs or freshwater breeding places
for every variety of mosquito, in 1 the
ground tends to be lowest in the .middle. When the town was originally
built no attempt was made to fill
the low ground, either in tha streets
or on the building sites, so that the
entire surface was practically a quagmire; when the quagmire became impassable certain of the streets were
crudely improved by filling especially
bad mud. holes with soft rock or other
material. In September, 1905, a systematic effort was begun to formulate
a general plan for the proper sanitation of the city; in February last

Hospitals and Their Treatment.
inspected the large Hospitals at
Ancon and Colon, which are excellent
examples of what tropical hospitals
should be. I also Inspected the receiving hospitals in various settlements. I went thru a number of the
wards in which the colored men are
treated, a number of those in which
the white men are treated Americans
and Spaniards. Both white men and
black men are treated exactly alike,
and their treatment is as good as
that which could be obtained in our
first class hospitals at home. All the
patients that I saw, with one or two
exceptions, were laborer or other
employees on the canal works
and
railways, most of them being colored
men of the ordinary laborer stamp.
Not only are the men carefully cared
for where they apply for care, but so
far as practicable a watch is kept to
see that if they need it they are sent
to the hospitals, whether they desire
to go or not. From no responsible
source did any complaint come to me
as to the management of the hospital
service, altho occasionally a very ig
norant West India negro when he is
first brought into the hospital be
comes frightened by the ordinary bos
pital rontine.
temporary relief measures were taken, while in July the prosecution of
Health Showing Remarkably Good "the work was begun in good earnest.
(Continued, Page Three.)
Just at present the health showing
on the Isthmus Is remarkably good
so much better than in most sections
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
of the United States that I do not be
(Local Report.)
lieve that it can possibly continue at
quite the present average. Thus, ear
(Observation taken at 6 a. no.)
ly in the present year a band of sev
Roswell, N. M., Dec. 18. Temperaeral hundred Spaniards were brought ture.
Max., 41; min., 30; mean, 36.
to the Isthmus as laborers, and add!
.01; wind S. E., velocPrecipitation,
to
tions
their number have been made ity 5 miles ; weather
cloudy.
yet
from time to time;
since their ar
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
rival In February last but one:tof
Fair tonight and Wednesday; warthose Spaniards thus brought over
to work on the .canal has died of dis- mer Wednesday.
M. WRIGHT,
ease, and he of typhoid fever. Two
Official In Charge.
others were killed, one in a railroad
I
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MEXICAN DRAWN WORK
An elegant assortment just received from Mexico.

The Drug and Book Sellers.

Opposite PostoStae.

ANNOUNCEMNTS.
an-oun-

The Record Is authorized to announce the candidacy of J. H. Hamilton for the office of Justice of the
Peace, subject to the will of the
voters of Precinct No. 1.

The President certainly excels as a
descriptive
his
despite
writer,
preaching.
"Ten years ago some of the President's recommendations would have
been pronounced radicalism run wild,
which are now regarded as the natural outcome of existing conditions.
Santa Fe New Mexican (Rep.)
Exactly. The natural growth of the
principles of Democracy, taught by
William J. Bryan, who will be the
next President of the United States.
The Record suspects that Governor
Hagerman's trip to Washington had
something to do with that special
message of the President yesterday
recommending a wholesale revision
of public land laws. Secretary Hitchcock has made a specialty of uncovering land frauds, and it will be remembered that it was chiefly upon
his recommendation that Mr. Hagerman was appointed governor of New

authorized to
The Record Is
announce the candidacy of D. P.
Greiner for the office of Justice of
the Peace, subject to the wltU of the
voters of the newly consolidated PreMexico.
cinct No. 1.
I announce myself as a candidate
for the office of Justice of the Peace
in Precincts Nos. 1 and 2 consolidated, in Chaves county, N. M. Election
the 14th day of January, 1907.
JAMES A. POAGE.

is authorized to anthe candfdacy of A. J. Welter
office of Justice of the Peace
newly consolidated ' Precinct
No. 1, subject to the will of the "vot
ers at the election Jan. 14, 1907.
The
nounce
for the
in the

Record

Record is authorized to an
the candidacy of J. C. Gilbert
office of Justice of the Peace
newly consolidated Precinct
No. 1, subject to the will of the Dem- cratic party of said precinct.
The Record is authorized to announce the candidacy of F. "Williams
for the office of Justice of the Peace,
subject to the will of the voters of
tne newly organized Precinct, No. 1
Chaves County.
The
nounce
for the
in the

According to a special correspond
ent of the Albuquerque Advertiser,
politicians at San
the
ta Fe believe they have been suc
cessful in their fight against the Governor, and they assert that he will
"resign" within a short time and receive some other appointment, this
having been arranged in order to "let
him down easy," as they explain it,
Rumor 'has it that Judge McFie will
be the next governor, not that he
is in any sense a candidate, but be
cause the politicians had to advance
some man against whom charges
could not be made, and have select
ed him as the man.
anti-Hagerm-

to, 22nd

Overture.
San
Francisco
The Great
'
Earthquake.
Angels Let
3. Song, "Will the
Me Play."
4. Interlude March.
5. MISS NELLIE
CARSON and
C. H. WHEELOCK in Harry L.
Newton's one act sketch, "His.
Fifty Kids."
Fairly Well, a convivial husb'd.
Mrs. Well, his wife.
6. An Affair of Honor.
7. Song, "Would You Care."
8. Nobody Works Like Father.
9. Exit March.

tiser.

a-a-

.

Ros-we- ll

J..

The special message of President
Roosevelt probably gives a clearer
idea of the work being done at Panillustratama than any of the finely
ed magazine articles that recently

Slops

Geiiin

our line of Cigars and

East

Emphasizes
plumbing.
5

and

U.

COUNSflER-AT-lA-

81

GOOD

-

for

PLUMBING

We refer to the work we
have done and will stake
our reputation on any of it
Get Our Pribes.

W

W. P. Lewis! Hardware Co

Office with "the American National Bank
Telephone No. 47.
Roswell, New Mexico

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

E

R.

LUND

Specialty iHning: Law

I have to ask the pubHc one more week indulgence
on account of the contractor not being able
to complete the extension of my building,
BUT JUST WATCH THIS SPACE
NEXT WEEK.

--

Navajo Block.

WISElWlH

- 324 N. Main.

-

m.8:30

7:15 p.

p. m.

H. I. NOWLAN
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

ssio

1.

Over First

Admission 10c to all.

ii
Purity

::::::

Bonk, rogwgii. New Mexico

Ml

Dr. A. Anderson
SPECIALIST

Kemp Lumber Co

Qoolily-Soli- slcli

Kipling's
Candy Store-

Hair Dressing and Manicuring Parlors.
Scalp TreatElectrlal Massage, Face
ments, Shampooing, Chiropody.
Hair
bleaching and dying, best of dyes. Wigs
switches, puffs and pompadours made to
order. Call 206 W.4th St Phone 411

The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

THIS IS

EYE EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
-

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Oklahoma Block.
237.

Lumber

MISS MEERS

.

Phone

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Me

MEANS

Delicious

Goods, Watches, Diamonds, Clocks,
Jewelry, Silverware, Cut Glass, Hand Painted China,
Violins, Mandolins, Guitars, Books, Dolls, Toys, Games,

Leather Goods, Medallions, Fancy Stationery, Toilet
Cases and Perfumes.

.

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.

Office Suite 2 and 3 Texas Block;
12 a.

m.

1

to 4 p. m.

Robins' Commercial School

MOTTO:

Qood as the BEST, BETTE R than the
rest. Personal, Private Instruction
in all Commercial Branches. 802 N. Pa

OPPORTUNITY

On all Holiday

Dr. Charles L. Parsons.
Dr. Mary Helen Parsons.
Graduates of Still College. Nervous
Diseases a Specialty.
a8a two rings.
Office n Navajo Block Room 15.
"Phone 538

DENTIST

all times.

Per Cent Off

15

Order your Xmas Greens, Holly
and Lycopodium roping at
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
Telephone 184.

Res. Phone 422

L. J. Johnson

A RARE

at

Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

OSTEOPATHS

Hours 9 to

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Phone No. 35

STOnACH
INTESTINES AND
DISEASES OP WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.

If you buy your Christmas Candies from us, you may be sure
to find them to be the three special features named above.

Office

Kan

W. W. OGLE.

:

RESERVED SEATS
Matinees Monday and Saturday

3:30 Sharp.

Special attention given to
Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty

L.C.

Hi

W

E. B. STONE

GROCERIES and MEATS
Also Handles Hay and drain

For Sale Cheap

Phone 220, 5th and no.
THE

UK

CHEAPEST PLACE

YET

160 acres dded land, good well, adode house-- Price
$12.50 per acre.
100 feet front, Washington and First Streets, south
and east front. Price $ 400.
240 acres" Deeded land artesian well $35 per icre.
40 acres of land with water and camp outgt, two
horse wagon, 56 bucks, 2000 wethers, 2600 young
ewes all young.
.

-

You can without exception buy
your Christmas presents from us
cheaper than any other place.
We have a big stock of. all kinds
of toys, dolls and other things
that would make acceptible gifts.

OF IT

Phone
In this Climate of perpetual
Summer a chance of secuaing a
three room cottage for $500 core
ner lot. $100 cash down
easy payments.

227

Makin's Bargain Store

bal-acc-

J. Ti. Hamilton

For Exchange.
A nice well Improved farm of 126
acres, located 5 miles southwest of

Clarksvllle, Texas. The farm is all
residence,
in cultivation, has
large barn and all other necessary
tenant
Also three
houses on farm. The retal value of
the farm Is $300 per year.
We also have in the city-o- f Clarks-ville- residence and a
an
residence, located on half block
We have all kinds of. bargains In
Tobaccos.
This property is locatcity property of all kinds. See us. be of land each.
ed In a good section of city and has
fore you buy. Carlton ft Ben.
a fair rental value. We can exchange
property for property in or near
this
Fine white corn whiskey. double Roswell. See us at once.
B tamped.-- Oriental Saloon.
22tf
CARLTON & BELL.

ll

need-

superior value of

7.

S. BATEMAN,

ATI0RNEY AND

the

It also shows the

LAWYER

y

d

-

Richardson!

Texas Block Rooms
Telephone 172.
7

NO

BARKING AND BITING.

-

.

51

LAWYER.

Con-stabIe-

-

Phone

1.
2.

;

-

e

Room 9, Texas Block.

-

The once familiar practice of in
stalling a "barker" in front of a
store to invite the patronage of passers-bhas all but died out. The
occupation is gone. He
"barker's"
has been supplanted by the newspa
per advertisement, which addresses a
thousand people to every one upon
whose ears his solicitations fell, and
commands a more attentive hearing.
There are a few "barkers" left, to be
sure, just as there are a few people
who keep their surplus money in an
old sock instead of letting it draw
interest in a bank. But where the
The Record is authorized to an "barking"
"most in evidence there
nounce the candidacy of J. W. Wat-kin- s is generallyis very
little biting on the
for the office of Justice of the
of the public Hamilton (Can.)
Peace in the newly consolidated Pre- part
cinct No. 1, subject to the will of the Times.
voters of said precinct.
mm
For Stark trees, see Wyatt John
son.
35t26
For Constable.
The Record is authorized to anWyatt Johnson ior Stark trees.
nounce the candidacy of Walter L.
, 35t26
Ray for the office of Constable of
Boellner, the Jeweler,
has it
the newly consolidated Precinct No. cheaper.
37tf
1, subject to the will of the voters
14 full block at $600. Carl
Lots
"
of said precinct.
ton & Bell.
San Francisco Horror. The Earth
I hereby announce myself a can47tf
didate for the office of Constable of quake at the Majestic.
Fine white corn whiskey, double
Precincts 1 and 2, .now consolidated, stamped.
22tf
Oriental Saloon.
Eubject to any primary election or
white corn whiskey, double
Fine
convention of the Pemocratlc party. stamped. Oriental Saloon.
22tf
or if none, to the voice of the people
A piano for Christmas? See Ber
oa election day.
nard Pos about It. Phone 322
GUY IT. HERBERT.
A piano for Christmas? See Ber
Pos about It. Phone 322
nard
The Record Is authorized to anHis .Fifty
Sketch,
Vaudeville
nounce the candidacy of M. D. (Rust- Kids,"
Majestic.
tonight
.47tf.
at
the
ler) Loveless, for the office of
Figure with B. F., Smith when you
the newly consolidated precinct No. 1, subject to the will of the want buggy painting. Phone 176. 7tf
'voters of said precinct.
Red top rye, the best family
whisky,
full quarts $1.50. Oriental, tf
The Record is authorized to anRed Top Rye, the greatest family
nounce the candidacy of J. H. Taylor for the office of Constable of the whisky, full quarts $1.50. OrientallOtf
Red Top Rye, the greatest family
newly consolidated Precinct No. 1,
subject to the will of the voters of whisky, full quarts $1.50. OrientallOtf
said precinct.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR SEC-onHand Goods. Makin's Second
Hand Store.
aptly
As Attorney General Reid
If you buy right you can always
puts it, "There is nothing so fatal
sell
for a profit. Buy real estate from
to graft as publicity.
& Bell.
Carlton
The "man with the elastic conguarantee
not to shrink flanWe
eviscience" probably will not be so
dent in the coming legislative session nels. Try us. Phone 29. Roswell
34t26
Governor Hagerman's trip to Wash- Steam Laundry.
None of your family can play your
ington is worrying the old gang
worse than any of their threats ever piano? Buy a player from Bernard
worried the Governor.
Pos. Phone 322.
The doctrine that wickedness canFix np for Christmas. Let us clean
not flourish" if decent people ignore and press your suit. Hamilton Bros.
it completely, has been preached
42tf.
many times. It Is a theory that must Tailors. Phone 224.
meet with the hearty approval of all
John S. Broeksmith, who has been
sorts of malefactors.
here visiting L. R. Alexander, left this
morning for his home on Cedar RapAt the International Livestock show ids,
Iowa.
in Chicago recently fifty Shropshire
Railroad's blocked. We are not.
lambs owned by the Belles Livestock
company of Carlsbad were awarded Send us your laundry and get It back
gener- promptly. Phone 29. Roswell Steam
for age, weight
al merits. " '
Laundry.
34t26.
It might prove profitable to
More keys and blanks coming. I'm
people even to buy lumber haul- here, to stay and am going to give
ed in by ox teams from the moun- good service. Past favors appreciated
tains. But a good traction engine and future patronage solicited. The
probably will beat our railroad freight Key Man at Makin's.
tf.
service as badly as the Stockard automobile line beats the mail and passenger trains.
V..
xmos
"If the New Mexico politicians will
consult their dream books, they will
discover that the President will arm
WhDe in .town making your
Governor Hagerman with a new axe Xmas purchases, come in, and
New
Mexico
to
bacte
and send him
wlttT instructions to use it freely, and spend a social hour in a game of
keep it sharp. And the head basket Billiards, or Pool. Our hall is
will be filled. Alubquerque Adver- always warm and pleasant. Bee
'
first-priz-

This Nasty

LAWYERS

PROGRAM

December 17th

M. Hervey.

flervey

&

G. A.

havebeen written .upon the subject.

Justice of the Peace.
The Record is authorized ' to
the candidacy of J. B. Bailey
to the office of justice
for
of the peace subject to the will of
th voters of Precinct No. 1. which'
foas been consolidated with Precinct
No. 2 for justice office.

Reid

Theater

at unusual bargains.
Payton Drug, Book & Stationery Co.
Offered

J.

W. C. Reld.

THE MAJESTIC

R. flV McCUNiV Agent.

OlficfiOiflifiii

...

:

ill iK

.

Enquire J, B. Bailey's Office.

s.

--

five-roo-

R. D. BELL

m

Dr. Armstrong"
DENTIST.

Real Estate, Rent and Loan Agent

'

Auctioneer.

Phone 409.

n8

N. Main St

over Western Grocery Co.
Hoars 9 a. m. to 12 m. 1 to 4 p. m .

Office

S

foremen of ' divisions and of gangs, es they jsrisht. I received many com
I lie
and so on and so on. Many of them plaints from them, but as . regards
freSldent S MeSSaOe
have brought down their wives and most of these complaints they themfamilies; and the children when not selves contradicted one another.. In
on the Panama Canal
in school are running about and be- all cases where the complaint was as
having precisely as the American to their treatment by any individual
small boy and small girl behave at it proved on examination that this
The results are already visible in the
some. The bachelors among the em- individual was himself a West India
sewering, draining, guttering and pav
ployees live, sometimes in small sep- man of color, either a policeman, a
ing of the streets. Some four months
arate houses, sometimes in large storekeeper or an assistant storekeepill be required before the work of
sewerage and street improvement wm
houses; quarters .being furnished free er. Doubtless there must be many
to all the men, married and unmar complaints against Americans ; but
be completed, but the progress already
Unjust Criticism .
Care and forethought have been ex ried. Usually the bachelors sleep two those to whom I spoke did not happen
made is"" very marked. Ditches have
been dug thru the town,"connecting ercised by the Commission', and no-- in a room, as they would do in this to make any such complaint to me.
cases where There was no complaint of the hous
the salt water on both sides, and into thing has reflected more credit upon country. I found a few
told ing; I saw but on set of quarters for
inese tue pon,us wmcu nave serveu I them tnan tneir rerusai eirner to go three were in a room ; and I was
breeding places for the mosquitoes, ahead too fast or to .be deterred by of, altho I did not see, large rooms colored laborers wMh I thought poor,
are drained. These ditches "nave an-- j the fear of .criticism from not going in which four were sleeping; tor it and this was an old French house.
men are
barracks for unmaft-ieswered their purpose, for they are j ahead fast enough. It is curious to j is not possible in what is really a vast The
probably the . chief cause of the as note the fact that many of the most system of construction camps always roomy, well ventilated, and clean,
tonishing diminution in the number of severe critics of the Commission criti to provide in advance as ample house with canvas bunks for each man, and
mosquitoes.
More ditches of the cize them for precisely opposite rea room as the Commission intend lat- a kind of false attic at the top where
sons, some complaining bitterly that er to give. In one case, where the the trunks and other belongings of the
kind are being constructed.'
the work is not in a more advanced house was an old French house with different men are kept. The clothes
condition, while the others complain a leak in the roof, I did not think the are hung on clotheslines, nothing beColon Water Supply.
good. But in ing allowed to be kept on the floor.
that it has been rushed with such accommodations were
the
practicable
with
was
not
It
"among the scores In each of these big rooms there were
every
case
other
insufficient
been
there
that
has
haste
disposal.
force at the Commission's
random, the ac- tables and lamps, and usually a few
for the hygiene and corn- - of houses I entered at
and in view of the need that the force preparation
good-- ; every room books or papers, and in almost every
were
commodations
employees.
of
matter
a
fact
As
fort
of
of
town
larger
in the
should be used
neat and clean, usually having room there was a Bible; the books
it wouiu was
this work before nenner criticism is lust.
Psntuni tn Hap-iquicker books, magazines, and small orna- being the property of the laborers
early last winter. Water mains were have been Impossible - to gogone,
ments; and in short just such a room themselves . The cleanliness of the
then laid in the town and water was than the Commission has. meant for
a
craftsman would quarters is secured by daily inspecas
in
quickness
would
have
such
early
people
in
to
the
furnished
be glad to. live in at home. The quar- tion. The quarters for' the married
March from " a temporary reservoir. sufficient preparation. On the other ters
for the married people were even negro laborers were good. They were
hand, to refuse to do anything until
This reservoir proved to be af insuf- every
better.
Doubtless there must be here neatly kept, and in almost every case
had
contingency
possible
future
of
the
ficient capacity before the end
have caused wholly and there a married couple who, with the men living in them, whose wives
dry season and the shortage was made been met would
up by hauling water over the Pana- unwarranted delay. The right course or without reason, are not contended or daughters did the cooking for them
their house on the Isthmus; but were far better satisfied and of higher
ma railroad, so that there was at all to follow was exactly the course which Iwith
never happened to strike Buch a grade than the ordinary bachelor nebeen followed. Every reasonable
times an ample supply of the very has
groes. Not only were the quarters in
preparation was made in (advance, the couple. The wives of the steam-shovbest water. Since that time the new hygienic
men,
engineers,
being
car
machinists,
which these negro laborers were livand
especial
conditions
in
Hope
has
Mount
of
reservoir back
penters
I
ing much superior to those in which
went,
perfect
possible;
as
nearly
whose
as
into
all
made
houses
I
visited
completed.
beenpractically
on the other" hand there has with one accord exprest their pleas- I am informed they live at home, but
this reservoir. It is a lake over a while no
timid refusal to push for ure in their home life and surround they were much superior to the huts
ffile long and half a file broad. It been
because of inability to ings. Indeed I do not think they could to be seen in the jungles of Panama
now carries some 500,000,000 gallons ward the work
every possible emergency. have done otherwise. The' houses Itself, beside the railroad tracks, in
s
water. I forward here- anticipate
of
of course, many .defects can only themselves were excellent bathroom which the lower class of native Pana-man- s
with a photograph of this lake, togeth for,
live ,as well as the negro workbe shown by the working of the sys sitting room, piazza, and bedrooms beer with certain other photographs of tem
ing all that could be desired. In every men when they leave the employ of
in actual practice.
what I saw while I was on the IsthIn addition to attending to the house which I happened to enter the the canal and go into the jungles.
mus. Nothing but a cataclysm will
was evidently
hereafter render it necessary in the health of the employees, it is of mistress of the home
a good American house-wif- e
and helpNegroes do their own Cooking.
dry season to haul water for, the use course necessary to provide for policing the Zone. This is done by a po- meet, who had given to the home life
negroes generally do their own
of Colon and Cristobal.
The
One of the most amusing (as well lice force which at present numbers that touch of attractiveness which, of choking, the bachelors' eooking dn
men,
course,
under Captain Shanton
the bachelor quarters neither sheds provided by .. the Government
as dishonest) attacks made upon the over 200
h
of the men are white had nor could have,
Commission was in connection with About
and using their own pots. In the difthis reservoir. The writer in ques and the others black. In different
ferent camps there was a wide variation usually confined himself to vague places I questioned some twenty or No Cause for Complaint About Food. tion in the character of these cooking
general mendacity; but in this case thirty of these men, taking them atI came to the conclusion
that, sheds. In some, where the camps
he specifically stated that there was random. They were a fine set, psy- speaking generally, there was no war- Were completed, the kitchen or cookno water in the vicinity fit for a res- sically and in discipline. With one rant for complaint about the food. ing sheds, as well as the bathrooms
were all in excelervoir (I drank it, and it was excel- exception all the white men I question Doubtless it grows monotonous after and
lent), and that this particular reser- ed had served in the American Army, awhile. Any man accustomed to han- lent trim, while there were board side
voir would never hold water anyway. usually in the Philippines, and belong dling large masses of men knows that walks leading from building to buildAccompanying this message, as I have ed to the best type of American sol some of them, even tho otherwise very ing. In other camps the kitchens or
said above, is a photograph of the ilier. Without exception the black good men, are sure to grumble about cook sheds had not been floored, and
had something, and usually about their the sidewalks had not been put down
reservoir as I myself saw it, and as it policemen whom I questioned
or food. Schoolboys, college boys, and while in one. camp the bath houses
has been in existence ever since the served either in the British army
article in question was published. in the Jamaica or Barbados police. boarders in boarding houses rike were not yet up. In each case, howWith typical American humor, the en- They were evidently contented and similar complaints; so do soldiers ever, every effort was being made to
gineering corps still at work at the were doing their work well. Where and sailors.
hurry on the construction, and,, I do
are used to
not believe' that the delays had been
reservoir have christened a large boat possible the policemen own
given
I
underwas
Moreover,
to
color, but
greater than were inevitable in such
which is now used on the reservoir by control people of their
one
complaint
cause
of
real
stand
that
in any emergency no hesitation is felt was that at the government hotels no work. The laborers are accustomed
thus
the name of the individual who
denied the 'possibility of the- - reser- in using them indiscriminately.
liquor is served, andsome of the drink- to do their own cooking; but there
complaint, especially
much
Inasmuch as so many both of the ing men, therefore, refused to go to was
voir's existence.
"
white and colored employees have them. The number of men using the among the bachelors, as to the quanbrought their families with them, Government hotels is steadily increas tity, and some as to the quality, of the
Colon Pavements.
the ing.
food they got from the commissary
I rode thru the streets of Colon, see schools have been established, O'Con
department, especially as regards the
service being under Mr.
Chinese and Other Labor.
Ing them at the height of the rainy school
yams.
the other hand, the marFor the white pupils white
season, after two days of almost un- nor.
twenty
or
the nineteen
thousand ried menOn and
wives, and the
teachers are employed; for dayOf laborers
exampled downpour, when they were American
employed
on the canal, more advanced their
among the bachelors,
some
pupils
are
also
colored
there
the
as
very
a
worst.
Taken
at their
hundred are Spaniards. These
invariably exprest themselves
American teachers, one Span- ado few
whole they were undoubtedly very white
excellent work. Their foremen told almost
entirely
as
one
with their treatAmerican
colored
teacher,
ish
and
bad; as bad as Pennsylvania avenue teacher, most of them being colored me that they did twice as well as the ment at thesatisfied
commissary stores; exin Washington before Grant's AdminThey
keep
West
laborers.
health
India
from Jamaica, Barbados, and ly and no difficulty is experienced with cept that they stated that they generistration. Front street is already in teachers
were
ally could not get yams there, and
St. Lucia.
The - schoolrooms
thoroly satisfactory, shape however. good,
in any way. Some Italian lab- had
purchase them outside. The
and it was a pleasant thing to them
Some of the side streets are also in see
employed
are also
in connection chief tocomplaint
was that the prices
the pride that the teachers were orers
s
of
good condition. Thru
exwith the drilling. As might be
high.
pupils.
were
too
is unavoidable that
taking
It
work
their
and
their
in
evto
possible
walk
now
the town it's
with labor as high priced
to me to be too ma- pected,
the prices should be 'higher than in
en during the period of tremendous rain nyThere seemed
present
in
States,
United
the
it
saloons in the Zone ; but the new has not so far proved 'practicable to their own homes; and after careful
in low shoes without wetting one's
e
law which goes, into ef- get any ordinary laborers from the investigation I came to the conclusion
feet, owing to the rapidity with which fect on January
1 next will probably
that the chief trouble lay in the fact
the surface water is carried away in close
United States. The American
s
that the yams, plantains, and the like
Resolute
them.
of
remaining
the
highIn
on
ditches.
are
the
the Isthmus
the
perishable food, and are
are
being
are
made
and
efforts
successful
very
streets
the
mud
ly paid skilled mehanics of the types very rather
is
of the
'
bulky
compared to the amount
of
the
sale
to
control
minimize
and
ordideep about as deep as in the
mentioned previously A steady effort of nourishment they contain,
so that
liquor.
rivnary street of a
prairie
is being made to secure Italians, and it is costly to import them in large
Employees.
of
Care
er town of the same size in the United
especially to procure more Spaniards, quantities and difficult to keep them.
Next in importance to the problem because of the very satisfactory re- Nevertheless,
States during early spring. All men
I felt that an effort
to whom I spoke were a unit in saying of sanitation, and indeed now of sults that have come from their em- should be made
to secure them a
equal importance, is the problem of ployment ; and their numbers will be more ample supply
that the conditions of Colon streets
of their favorite
were 100 per cent better than a year securing and caring for the mechan- increased as far as possible. It has food, and so directed;
and I believe
ago. The most superficial examina- ics, laborers, and other employees not proved possible, however, to get that ultimately the Government
must
progress
cawho actually do the work on the
tion of the town shows the
them in anything like the numbers itself feed them. I am having this
that has been made and is being made nal and the railroad. This great task needed for the work, and from pres- matter lookt into.
In macadamizinz the streets. Complaint has been under the control of Mr. ent appearances we shall in the main
The superintendent having immed
was made to me by an entirely reputa- Jackson Smith, and on the whole has have - to rely, for the ordinary uncharge of one gang of men at the
ble man as to the character of some been well done. At present there are skilled work, partly upon colored la- iate
Colon
reservoir stated that he endeavcerrepairing
some
some
in
used
and
white
thousand
partly
Indies,
material
six
of the
borers from the West
to get them to substitute beans
tain streets. On investigation the 19,000 colored employees on the upon Chinese labor. It certainly ought ored
complaint proved well founded, but Isthmus. I went over the different to be unnecessary to point out that and other nourishing food for the
the
It also appeared that the use of the places where the different kinds of the American workingman in the Un- stringy, watery yams, because
their health and strength
material in question had been aban- employees were working; I think ited States has no concern whatever men kept
doned, the Commission after having I saw representatives of every type in the question as to whether the better on the more nourishing food.
however, as they are accus
tried it in one or two streets finding both at their work and in their rough work on the Isthmus, which Inasmuch,
yams it is difficult to get
it not appropriate.
homes; and I conversed with proba- is performed by aliens in any event, tomed toto eat
the more strengthening
V.
bly two hundred of Aem all told, is done by aliens ' from one country them
choosing them at random from every with a black skin" or by aliens from food and some time elapses before
Complaints Not Well Founded
The result of the investigation of class and including those who came another country with a yellow skin. they grow accustomed to it. At this
this honest complaint was typical of especially to present certain griev- Our business is to , dig the canal as reservoir there has been a curious
tne jungle by
what occurred when I investigated ances. I found that those who did efficiently and as quickly as possible experience. It is offa incouple
of miles
end of
most of the other honest complaints not come specifically to present griev- nrovi.ied always that nothing is done itself at thetoy
railroad. In order to
made to me. That is, where the com- ances almost invariably exprest far that is inhumane to any laborers, and of a little
the laborers there, they were givplaints were not .made wantonly or greater content and satisfaction with nothing that interferes with the get
food (and of course free lodg
maliciously, they almost always prov- the conditions than did those who call wages of - or lowers the standard of en free
ings) ; and yet It proved difficult to
living of our own workmen. Having keep
ed due to failure to appreciate the ed to make complaint.
them, because they wisht to "be
Nearly 5,000 of the. white employ- in view this principle, I have arrangfact that time was necessary in the
they could reach the dramshop
creation and completion of this Ti- ees had come from the United States. ed to try several thousand Chinese where
tanic work in a tropic wilderness. It No man can see these young, vigor- laborers. . This is desirable both be- and places of amusement.
Is impossible to avoid some mistakes ous men energetically doing their cause we must try to find out what
duty without a thrill of pride in them laborers are most efficient, and, furRecreation and Amusement .
In building a giant canal thru
One of the greatest needs at pres
mountains and swamps, while as Americans. They represent on the thermore, because we should not leave
at the same time sanitating tropic cit average a high class. Doubtless to ourselves at the mercy of any one ent is to provide amusements both
les, and providing for the feeding and Congress the wages paid them will type- of foreign labor. At present the for the white men and the black.
general care of from twenty to thirty seem high, but as a matter of fact great bulk of the unskilled labor on The Toung Mens Christian Associathousand workers. The complaints brot the only general complaint which I the Isthmus is done by West India ne- tion is trying to do good, work and
to me, either of insufficient provision, found had any real basis among the groes, chiefly from Jamaica, Barba- should be In every way encouraged.
in caring for some of the laborers, or complaints made to me upon the dos and the other English possessions But the Government should do 'the
of failure to finish the pavements of Isthmus was that, owning to the per One of the governors of the lands In main work. I have specificially cajled
Colon, or of failure to supply water,
question has shown an unfriendly dis- the attention of the Commission to
or of failure to build wooden side- ing, and the distance from home, the ' position to our work, and has thrown this matter," and something has been
walks for the use of laborers in the wages were really not as high as obstacles in the way of our getting accomplished already.., Anything done
rainy season, on investigation proved, they should be. In fact, almost. every the, labor needed1; and It Is highly un- for the welfare of the men adds to
almost without exception, to be due man I spoke to felt that he ought to desirable to give any outsiders the their efficiency and money devoted to
merely to the utter inability of the be receiving more money a view, impression, however 111 founded, that that purpose is therefore properly to
commission to do everything at once. however, which the average man who they are ' indispensable and can dic- be considered as spent in building
the canal. It is Imperatively necesFor instance, It was imperative that stays at home in the
States tate terms to us.
sary to provide ample recreation and
Panama, which had the highest death probably likewise holdsUnited
as regards
rates and where the chance of a" yel- himself. I append figures of the wages Negro .'Laborers and Their Quarters. amusement if the men are to. be kept
low fever epidemic was strongest, paid, so that the Congress can judge
The "West India laborers are fairly, well and healthy. I call the special
should be cared for first; yet most of the matter for Itself. Later I shall but only fairly, satisfactory. Some of attention of Congress to this need. .
the complaints as to the delay in tak- confer on the subject with certain the men do very well rndeed; the betThis gathering, distributing, and car
ing care of Colon were due to the in- representative labor men here in tie ter class, who are to be found as fore- ing for the great force bf laborers Is
ability or unwillingness to appreciate United States, as well-- as going over men, as 'skilled mechanics, as- police-- , one of the giant features of the work.
this simple fact. Again, as the thou- with Mr. Stevens, the comparative men, are good men ; and many of the That friction will Jfrom time to time
sands of laborers are brought . over wages paid on the Zone and at home ; i ordinary day laborers are also good. occur in connection therewith is inand housed. It is not always possible ana I may then communicate my find- But thousands of those who are bro't evitable. The astonishing thing is
at the outset to supply wooden "walks ings to the canal committees of the over under contract (at our expense)! that the work has been performed so
go off into the jungle to live, or loaf well and that the machinery runs so
,
and bath houses, because other more two Houses.
Quarters Good and Satisfactory.
vital necessities iiave to be met; and
around Colon, or work so badly after. smoothly. From my own experience
The white Americans are employed tne nrst three or four , days as to I am able to say that more care had
in consequence, while most of the set
and some of them in office work, but the cau se a serious diminution of the been exercised in housing feeding,
tlements have good bath houses,
to a large extent at least, wooden uiajvi iijr x -- usuuuug cut great team ' amount of labor nerfttrmwl im TTriilatr and generally paying heed ' to the
j needs of
walks, there are plenty of settlements shovels, as engineers and conductors and Saturday ,of each week.
the skilled mechanics and or
r
where wooden walks have not yet on the dirt trains, as "machinists In j
dinary laborers In the work on this
been laid down, and I visited one me great repair snops,.as carpenters Jamaica laborers as to the conditiorfi canal than Is the case In the construcsuperintendents.and of their work and what. If. any chang-- tion of new railroads or In any other
where the bath bouses have not been j and
'

"

I

BuFin' this very settlement
the frames of the bath houses are al- up, uu u. cvci j uaa?
rvOAiy
ut
most .effort is being made to provide
the wooden walks. Of course, in some
of the newest camos. tents are used
pending the" building of houses. Where
possible, I think detached houses
be preferable to the semide-tached houses now in general use.
V
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similar private or public work In the
United States proper ; and it is the
testimony of all people competent to
speak that on no other similax work
anywhere in the Tropics indeed, as
far as I know, anywhere else has
there been" such forethought and such
success achieved In providing for the
needs of the men who do "the work.
I have now dealt with the hygienic
conditions which make it possible to
employ a great force of laborers, and
with the task of gathering, housing.
and feeding these laborers. There re
mains to consider the actual work
which has to be done; the work be
cause of which these laborers are gath
ered together the work of constructing the canal. This is under the di
rect control of the Chief Engineer, Mr
Stevens, who "has already shown admirable results, .and whom we can
safely trust to achieve similar results
in the future.
Our people found on the Isthmus a
certain amount of old French mater
ial and equipment which could be used . Some of it, in addition, could be
sold as scrap iron. Some could be
used for furnishing the foundation for
filling in .For much no possible use
could be devised that would not cost
more than itwould bring in.
"

Work of Construction.
The main work is now being done
in the Culebra cut. It was striking
and impressive to see the huge. steam
dumping
shovels in full play, the
trains carrying away the rock and
earth they dislodged. The Implements
machinery,
of French excavating
which often stand a little way from
the line of work, tho of excellent con
struction, look like the veriest toys
when compared with these new steam
shovels, just as the French dumping
cars seem like toy cars when compar
ed with the long trains of huge cars,
dumped by steam plows, which are
now in use. This represents the enor
mous advance that has been made in
machinery during the past quarter of
a century. No doubt a quarter of a
century hence this new machinery, of
which we are now so proud, will similarly seem out of date, but it is cer
tainly serving its purpose well now
The old French cars had to be entirely discarded. We still have in use a
few of the more modern, but not most
modern, cars, which hold but 12 yards
of earth. They can be employed on
certain lines with sharp curves. But
the recent cars hold from 25 to 30
yards apiece, and instead of the old
clumsy methods of unloading them, a
steam plow is drawn from end to end
of the whole vestibuled train, thus immensely economizing labor.
In the
rainy season the steam shovels can
do but little in dirt, but they work
steadily in the rock and the harder
ground . There were sonfe 25 at work'
during the time I was on the Isthmus,
and their tremendous power and efficiency were most impressive.
New Records for Excavation.
As soon as the type of canal was
decided this work began in good earnest. The rainy season will shortly be
over and then there will be an im
mense increase in the amount taken

out; but even during the last three
in the rainy season, steady
progress is shown by the figures; In
August, 242,000 cubic yards; in September, 291,00 cubic yards, and in October, 325,000 cubic yards. In October
new records were established for the
output of individual shovels as well
as for the tonnage haul of individual
locomotives. I hope to see the .growth
of a healthy spirit of emulation between the different shovel and loco
motive crews, just such a spirit as
has grown on our battle ships between the different gun crews in matters of marksmanship. Passing thru
the cut the amount of new work can
be seen at a glance. In one place the
entire side of a hill had been taken
out recently by 27 tons of dynamite
which were exploded at one blast. At
another place I was given a Presidential salute of 21 charges of dynamite.
On the top notch of the Culebra cut
the prism is now as wide as it will
be; all told, the canal bed at this
point has now been sunk about 200
feet below what it originally was. It
will have to be sunk about 130 feet
farther. Thruout the cut the drilling
blasting, shoveling, and hauling are
going on with constantly increasing
energy, the huge shovels being prest
up, as if they were mountain howitzers, into the most unlikely looking
places where they eat their way into
the hillsides.
months,

--
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Railway Improvements.
The most advanced methods, not
only in construction, but in railroad
management, have been applied
in
the Zone, with corresponding economies in time and cost. This has been
shown in the handling of the tonnage
from, ships into cars, and from cars
into ships on the Panama Railroad,
where, thanks largely to the efficiency
of General Manager Bierd, the saving
in time and cost, has been, noteworthy

Critics and Doubting Thomases
It is not only natural, but inevitable
that a work as gigantic as this which
has been undertaken on the Isthmus
should arouse every species of hostility and criticism . The conditions are
so new and so trying, and the work
so vast, that it would be absolutely
out of the question that mistakes
should not be made. Checks will occur. Unforeseen difficulties will arise
From time to time seemingly
plans will have to be changed.
At present 25,000 men are engaged
on the task. After a while the number will be doubled . In such a multitude it is inevitable that there should
be here and there a scoundrel. Very
many of the poorer class of laborers
lack the mental development to protect themselves against either the
rascality of others or their own folly,
and it is not possible for human wisdom to devise a plan by which they
can invariably be protected. In a
place which has been for ages a byword for unhealthfulness, and with
so large a congregation of strangers
suddenly put down and set to hard
work there will now and then be outbreaks of disease. There will now
and then be shortcomings In administration ; there will now and then be
dents ' to delay the excavation" of the
cut or the building of the dams and
well-settle-

.

d

locks. Each such Incident will be en"
tirely natural, and, even tho serious,
no one of them will mean more than
a little
extra delay 'or trouble Yet
each, ' when discovered by sensation
mongers and retailed to timid folk of
little faith, will serve as an excuse for
the- - belief that the whole work is
being badly managed.
Experiments
will continually be tried in housing,
in hygiene, in street, repairing,
and digging earth and rock.
Nowand then- an experiment will be
a failure; and among those who hear
of it, a certain proportion of doubting Thomases will at once believe
the whole work is a failure. Doubtless here and there some minor rascality will be uncovered ; but as to
this, I have to say that after the most
painstaking inquiry I have been unable to find a single reputable person
who had so much as heard of any serious accusations affecting the honesty
of the Commission or of anyrespon- sible officer under it.
I have investigated every complaint
brought to me for which there seemed to be any shadow of foundation.
In two or three cases, t all of which
I have indicated in the course of this
message, I came to the conclusion
that there was foundation for the '
complaint and that the methods
of the Commission
in the res:

-

-

-
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pect

complained

of

be

could

bet-

tered. In the other instances the
complaints proved absolutely baseless
save in two or three instances where
they referred to mistakes which the
Commission had already itself found
out and corrected
Slanderers and Libelers.
So much for honest criticism. There

remains an immense amount of as
reckless slander as has ever been pub
lished. Where the slanderers are of
foreign origin I have no concern with
them. Where they are Americans, I
feel for them the heartiest contempt
and indignation; because, in a spirit
of wanton dishonesty and malice,
they're trying to interfere with, and
hamper the execution of, the greatest
work of the kind ever attempted, and
are seeking to bring to naught the
efforts of their countrymen to put to
the credit of America one of the giant
feats of the ages. The outrageous
accusations of" these slanderers consti
tnte a gross libel upon a body of pub
lie servants who, for trained intelligence, expert ability, high character
and devotion to duty, have never been
excelled anywhere.
There is not a
man among those directing the work
on the Isthmus who has obtained his
position on any other basis than merit
alone, and not "one who has used his
position in any way for his own personal or pecuniary advantage.
,

.

Plan to Build by Contract.
After most careful consideration we
have decided to let out most of the
work by contract, if we can come to
satisfactory terms with the contractors. The whole work is of a kind
suited to the peculiar genius of our
people; and our people have developed the type of contractor best fitted
to grapple with it. It is of course
much better to do the work in large
part by contract than to do it all by
the Government, provided it is pos.
sible on the one hand to secure to
the contractor a sufficient remuneration to make it worth while for responsible contractors of the best kind
to undertake the work; and provided
on the other hand it can be dpne on
terms which will not give an excessive profit to the contractor at the expense of the Government. After .much
consideration the plan already promul
;ated by the Secretary of War was
adopted.
A

Single

Commlssicsr Desired.

commission is of
course a clumsy executive instrument.
We should have but one commissioner
with such heads of departments and
other officers under him as we may
find necessary. We should be express
ly permitted to employ the best engi
neers in tne country as consulting engineers.
I accompany this paper with a map
showing substantially what the canal will be like when it is finished.
When
cut has been made
and the dams built (if they are built
as at present proposed) there will
then be at both the Pacific and Atlantic ends of the canal, two great
r
by a
lakes, connected
broad channel running at the bottom
of a ravine, across the backbone of
the Western Hemisphere. Those best
informed believe that the work will
be completed in about eight years;
but it is never safe to prophesy about
such work as this, especially in the
Tropics.
I am informed that representatives
of the commercial clubs of four cities
Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati and St.
Louis the membership of which includes most of the leading business
men of those cities, expect to visit
the Isthmus for the purpose of exam
ining the work of construction of the
canal. I am glad to hear it, and I
shall direct. that every facility be given them to see all that is to be seen
in the work which the Government is
loing. Such interest as a visit like
this would indicate will have a good
effect upon the men who are doing
the work, on one hand, while on the
other hand it will offer witnesses of
the exact' conditions men whose exper
ience as business men and whose impartiality will make the result of their
observation of value to the country as
a whole.
A
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Confident of Ultimate Success.
Of the success of the enterprise I
am as well convinced as one can be
of the enterprise that Is human. It
is a stupendous work upon which our
fellow country-meare engaged down
there on the Isthmus, and while we
should hold them to a strict accountability for the way in which they perform it, we should yet recognize, witi
frank generosity, the epic nature- of
the task on which they are engaged
Importance. They
and Its world-wid- e
are doing something which will redound Immeasurably to the credit of
America, which will benefit all the
world,- - and which will last for ages
,
to come,
. THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
The White House, December 17, 1900.
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The Morrison Bros. Store.

Ros-we-

Store Closes at 6:00 O'clock

The Morrison Bros'. Stare

I.
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Buy
Now

15
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MAIN STREET.

A Store Full of
'

or 20 acres bearing orchard, small

P. V. & N. E. TIME TABLE.
(Railroad Time.)
10:10 a.m.
Northbound, arrive .
10:25 a.m.
Northbound, depart,
4:50 p.m.
Southbound, arrive,
5:00 p.m.
Southbound, depart,
M. D. BURNS, Agent.
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Magnificent Gift Goods
le

WATCHES, DIAMONDS, SILVERWARE,
CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED CHINA,
CLOCKS AND SOUVENIR SPOONS.
Come while the stock is complete.

Park

.....

Morrison

"Ads.

two-seate-

it

SUIT
I
kj i kj
cRTS
and
ft ECEPTION
GOWNS

BETTER THAN

Gold Coin
FOR THEY WILL INCREASE

IN VALUE.

320 Acres unimproved

land, in shallow artesian belt, 8 milet; southwest of Roswell, no better land in the valley, and none at the, price,
$20.00 an acre forced sale price.
120 acres four and
f
house with
miles of Roswell,
bath, 35 acres in alfalfa, 12 acres in assorted fruits, 30 acres diversified crops; best ditch water right in the valley; in shallow artesian belt. 6 per cent on deferred payments. A
bargain
at $100 per acre.
one-hal-

gilt-edge-
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A. O. MILLICE

Room 8, Texas Block
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Hard work buying Christmas presents for most
men

isn'trit?
Why not give him something he will appreciate

a Suit or Overcoat, for instance?
Either would make an admirable gift nothing
more acceptable.
Bring us the size or an old garment, and we'll help
you select something suitable.

25 Per Cent off on

Suits and

Overcoats.

HABERDASHERY

d

If you prefer a House Coat, pair of Gloves, Tie
Muffler or something elegant in the Furnishing Line,
please remember that you are sure to find the smartest and handsomest styles here.
We invite ladies looking for a gift for a Alan's
Christmas to COME HERE.

;t

OUR GUARANTEE ALWAYS GOES.

lard.

firs. F. Whitmire

Ready-mad-e

t

Classified

nos-sib-
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LOCAL NEWS

My Signet Ring stock is complete.
L. B. Boellner, the Jeweler.
It
C R. Brice came up from Carlsbad
this morning on legal business.
Col. Charles L. Ballard left this
morning for Santa Fe on business.
FOR SALE.
Hon. J. O. Cameron came up from FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Carlsbad this morning to attend court
42tf
Skillmaa.
Remember I hare lots of nice
cheap.
alley,
Bowling
SALE.
FOR
goods yet. L. B. Boellner, the JewD. F. Tinder, Carlsbad, N. M. 45t6
eler,
it FOR
SALE: Two big American mares
For Sale Cheap. One ticket to Kan
1 big horse and iharness 401 McGaf-fey- .
sas City. Inquire at E. H. Williams
.
45t5
.
& Co.
It
bugOne
SALE:
FOR
P. H. Cannon returned this morngy and driving horse. Mrs. C. M.
ing from a visit at his farm near
47t3
Bird, 310 S. Ky.
Dayton.
Wyandotte and
FOR
SALE:
White
Mrs. J. B. Russell and Mrs. F. R.
Black ' Minorca cocks. T. A. Kyle,
Faulkner, of Dexter, were here shop1736 N. Mo. ave., ,'phone 547. 48t4
ping today.
48 head of cattle, most
SALE.
FOR
Why don't you buy your Christmas
ly gentle milk cows; 10 head mares
gifts of L. B. Boellner, the Jeweler,
and young mules. Inquire W. M.
It.
aid save money?
3t
Ferguson, Alellen, N. M.
Mrs. T. F. Land saw came up from FOR SALE.
drop
rotary
and
One
Dayton this morning to see her chilAustin well drilling machine. Phone
dren, who are in school 'here.
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
Mrs. Mollie Guyse came up from
Lakewood this morning for a holiday
FOR RENT.
visit with her niece, Mrs. C. L. Bal-

Handsome Jewelry and Art Creations of the highest
order of workmanship of distinctive style and
charm, and specially for their appropriateness. We invite inspection of our large stock of high grade

Who Drive

Hunt left this morning for his
in Wellington, Kan., after a
visit of
three months with his son,
'
G. A. Hunt, of Lincoln countyr' The
efcler Mr. Hunt hunted
buffalo in
New . Mexico long before the town
of Roswell was even a cow camp.
Mrs. S. E. Rucker left on the south
bound train last night for points in
Texas. She will visit a daughter at
Fort McDavitt, and going from there
to Rockdale, her old 'home, will be
gone about sixty days. This will be
the first time she and her husband
have been separated as ' long as a
week for forty years.
Special services at the Southern
Methodist church every Wednesday
at 7:15 p. m: Tomorrow evening the
pastor, John W. Smith, will preach a
short sermon. Subject, "The "Soul's
Greatest Need." The best music at
all the services. Tomorrow evening
Mr. Caruthers, one of the best singers of the city, will sing a solo. Come
to the service.

If Your Purchase
Does Not Please
in Every Way we
will Return Your
Money.

I

Ideal Christmas Presents for Yonr Friends

A.

penders, Silk Mufflers, Hosiery, Underwear, and so on.

313-31- 5

Defy the Coldest Weather

home

Jackets. Bath Robes, Lounging Robes, Fancy Vests, Neck Ties, Sus-

I.

Clark Carriage OUeaters
Chase Buggy OSohes

house and some other improvements,
Valued at $60 per acre. Carlton &
Bell.

.4

Ml

This Time Like Yon Did the Last Time it Snowed

land near Roswell
with plenty of water for irrigation,

presents for a man, keep in mind the fact that
a gift which is useful as well as pretty is doubly acceptable,, we
therefore suggest that you come here and see our assortment of Smok-

Prices.

DON'T GET CAUGHT

S. P. Denning.
320 acres of

When buying Christmas

Proper

i

a

X

The Bight Place
For The Correct
Styles at the

3
I

The best and safest way to make
money is to invesin real estate. W
have some of the best bargains in
the Valley. See. us. Carlton & Bell.
The picture to be unveiled is being veiled today. Rev. Mr. Smith 'has
called a joint meeting of his official
boards for that express purpose.
Mr. and Mrs. O. W. White, of this
city, and their guests, Mr. and Mrs.
H." M. Robinson,
of Ohio, returned
this morning from a pleasure trip to
El Paso.
Charles H. Eyster, who has been
here three weeks visiting his uncle
and aunt, -- Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Buchly,
left this morning for his home in
Decatur, Ala.
M. M. Garland came up from Arte-sithis morning. He has been there
looking after his farm and hunting.
He will remain with his family in
Roswell over Christmas.
Dr. Charles Thomas came up from
Artesfa this morning to spend the
day with his wife, who is ill at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Attention Ladies!

ing

C

noon at 2:00 o'clock.
Don't forget to remember that all
Holiday Books and Bibles go at 20
per cent discount till January 1st.
Ingersoll's Book Store.

Every department of this store has something to offer you for sensible
Christmas presents. Many special shipments of Holiday Goods have
been latfilv received and nlaoftri in strp.k
Rnv t.h flhrisfmns nrpspnts
will
get
be
here
kind
appreciated
and
the
and the satisfaction of
that
7
knowing that you have secured them at the very lowest possible prices.

Buy
Now

ll

get

Buy now before the usual Christmas rush is on.Every
reason why you should no longer delay the Christmas shopping. The stocks are now at their best. You
can make your selections leisurely, you will not have
to elbow your way through the store, can shop with
some degree of comfort. If you want us to do so we
will store your purchases free of charge until you are
ready for them. The wise Santa Claus will do the Christmas buying early

I

has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Sam Saunders.
Everything stops, except,, the
your
Steam Laundry. We
clothes and return them the same
week. Phone 29.
44tf.
L. W. Goodell and H. J. Thode,
prominent citizens of the Dextercoun
try, were here today
after
business interests.'
The Junior Club of Mrs. McKay's
musical class will give a recital at
the Christian church tomorrow after-

Mrs. U. S. Hamilton and Mrs. JerWANTED.
ry Cazier came in this morning from
Dexter to do their Christmas shop- WANTED.
4 to 6 room house, fur- ,
ping.'
, nished or unfurnished. Address U.
Bonito Apodaca.and Delfina Lucero ' W. D., care Record.
47t2
were granted marriage license aad
FOUND.
married Sunday night by Justice J.

Dressmaker and Ladies' Tailor
Garments Fitted. All Work Guaranteed.

Corner Walnut & Richardson.

B. Bailey.

HOSWELLjN.M.

Watch fob locket. Owner
Miss Daisy Raiabolt returned this FOUND.
call at this office and pay for ad.
morning from El Paso, where she

coccooooooooooooopooooooooooo oobooooooooooo oooooooooo
o Onlv 5 More Days in Which to Buy Your Amas boods O
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every article in our store,. This means a
very life out
cutting
Rain or Shine, you can buy them at our Great Sale, which is now in full swing. We
" ""j
tremendous saving to you- -a saving tnai you never peTorenao an opportunity ui u una who m mo jva.
TIME 18 NOW PKECIOtJS; COME BIGHT AWAY TOUOaaOVf AND EVEBY DAY TO THE END.
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